Committee reviewed selection criteria as written in the selection procedures.

Committee verified all applicants had fulfilled all selection requirements*.

- Athletes must be at least 17 years of age by December 31, 2022.
- Athletes must submit a video of their speed and/or freestyle run.
  - The video must be taken within six (6) months of submission.
  - Competition video is preferred, but not required.
  - Videos should show full runs. Short clips of skills will not be considered.
  - Videos must be submitted before August 7, 2022.
- Athletes must submit competition results.
  - At least one (1) set of competition results is required.
  - Only results from 2020-2022 will be accepted.

- All 4 athletes submitted videos that met selection criteria and all were at least 17 years old.

Motion to name to the Team all 4 female athletes (Reagan Chan, Audrey Johnson, Jemini Powell, Mikaila Quinn) that submitted results and videos.

Motion: Alex
Second: Justin
Vote: passed unanimously

Committee used discretionary criteria when reviewing all male applicants (Calen Chan, Matthew, Hadley, Jarrod Luty, Luke Mizel, George Munro, Shea Rudolf, Justin Torres) video submissions.

Motion to name to the Team based on overall difficulty, speed and execution:

- Calen Chan
- Matt Hadley
- Jarrod Luty
- Shea Rudolf

- Non-traveling alternate: Luke Mizel

Motion: Will
Second: Alex
Vote: passed unanimously

Meeting adjourned 9:30am EDT